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The quasi-phase-matching (QPM) technique has drawn increasing attention due to its promising applications in
areas such as nonlinear frequency conversion for generating new laser light sources. In this paper, we will briefly
review the main achievements in this field. We give a brief introduction of the invention of QPM theory, followed by
the QPM-material fabrication techniques. When combing QPM with the solid-state laser techniques, various laser
light sources, such as single-wavelength visible lasers and ultraviolet lasers, red–green–blue three-fundamentalcolor lasers, optical parametric oscillators in different temporal scales, and passive mode-locking lasers based
on cascaded second-order nonlinearity, have been presented. The QPM technique has been extended to quantum
optics recently, and prospects for the studies are bright. © 2013 Chinese Laser Press
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1. INTRODUCTION TO QUASI-PHASEMATCHING
The first laser action was demonstrated in ruby by Maiman in
the early 1960s [1]. The high peak power and excellent coherent properties of the laser immediately opened up new research topics, including one of the most important ones,
‘nonlinear optics’. In 1961, just one year after the invention
of the ruby laser, Franken et al. observed second-harmonic
generation (SHG) by projection of intense ruby laser light
through crystalline quartz [2], which marked the birth of
the field of nonlinear optics. By employing nonlinear optical
frequency conversions, including sum-frequency generation
(SFG), difference-frequency generation, and optical parametric oscillation and amplification, as well as the most wellknown SHG, the wavelength of light can be converted to
different wavelengths to obtain new laser light sources not
readily available. In nonlinear optical interactions, because
of the dispersive nature of crystal, the fundamental frequency
and the generated frequency travel at different speeds in the
material, so there is a phase mismatch between the interacting
waves. This phase mismatch will cause the fundamental and
the harmonic waves to go out of phase; thus the energy will
flow back and forth between them, resulting in a low frequency conversion efficiency. The most common procedure
for achieving phase-matching is to use the birefringence of
some crystals, which may offset and obtain phase-matching
in some wavelength region by choosing the dispersion orientation or the operating temperature of the crystal. This
method is the so-called birefringence-phase-matching (BPM)
technique, which was proposed by Kleinman in 1962 [3]. In the
same year, Armstrong et al. [4] suggested a scheme that uses
a periodic modulation of the sign of the crystal’s quadratic
2327-9125/13/040171-15

nonlinear coefficient χ 2 to periodically offset the phase mismatch between the interacting waves by the reciprocal vector
of the lattice structure. The proposed method is called the
quasi-phase-matching (QPM) technique, and QPM has several
advantages over BPM: first, QPM accesses the largest nonlinear coefficient d33 because the fundamental and harmonic
waves can have the same polarization; second, QPM can avoid
the spatial walk-off effect of BPM; third, QPM can be realized
for any mixing interaction for which the material is transparent, even in crystals that have too weak birefringence for
realizing BPM.

2. MATERIAL FABRICATION
QPM can be realized by periodical inversion of the spontaneous polarization of ferroelectric nonlinear crystal (NLC)
materials, and this kind of materials with modulated
micrometer-scale domain structures is usually called optical
superlattice. As mentioned above, QPM was proposed early
in 1962, but could not be experimentally realized at that time
because suitable fabrication techniques had not been developed. Early attempts to obtain periodical sign reversal of the
second-order nonlinear coefficient were accomplished by utilizing stacked plates of a nonlinear material where adjacent
layers are rotated by 180 deg [5–8]. An obvious disadvantage
of this method is that multiple Fresnel reflections would introduce additional losses, hence lower the conversion efficiency.
In addition, the application of this technique was limited in the
far-infrared and terahertz spectral ranges because it is hard to
fabricate such plates with thickness down to 100 μm.
In the 1980s, an important breakthrough came when Feng
and Ming et al. of Nanjing University in China proposed the
growth striation technique to obtain LiNbO3 (LN) crystal with
© 2013 Chinese Laser Press
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periodic ferroelectric domains in a Czochralski growth system. For this technique, the melt was doped with solute such
as yttrium or indium. During crystal growth, a temperature
fluctuation was introduced into the solid–liquid interface
either by applying a modulated electric current or by an
eccentric rotation. And this resulted in periodic solute concentration fluctuation in the crystal along the direction of growth,
or the so-called growth striation. The periodic ferroelectric
domain can be automatically induced by the growth striations
when the growing crystal cools through the Curie temperature
[9,10]. By exploiting the growth striation technique, Feng et al.
prepared LN crystal with periodic laminar ferroelectric domains, and with this crystal, quasi-phase-matched SHG was
experimentally verified [11]. Later, a similar procedure was
applied to grow LiTaO3 (LT) superlattices [12]. Besides Feng
et al.’s work, in the 1980s, Fejer and co-workers prepared LN
single-crystal fiber using laser-heated pedestal growth [13,14],
which was initiated in 1974 at Stanford University. Periodically poled LN (PPLN) single-crystal fibers with micrometerscale domains were used for the generation of blue [15] and
green light [16] by SHG.
Almost at the same time, efforts including chemical diffusion and substitution of impurities were made to control
domain inversion at the surface of ferroelectric crystals. In
1989, the group led by Fejer used titanium diffusion followed
proton exchange to fabricate an LN waveguide with periodic
domain structure, and demonstrated the first quasi-phasematched green [17] and blue generations [18] in waveguides.
Similar results on the LN waveguide were obtained simultaneously by Webjörn et al. in Sweden [19] and in Japan [20], as
well as the progress in KTP by Bierlein and co-workers [21,22].
Although direct growth of periodical structured NLCs might
be adequate for device demonstration, this technique was not
so flexible for mass production. In the 1990s, one new method,
the lithographic-patterned electric-field poling technique, was
developed for creating inverted domains with controlled
period and duty cycle at a wafer scale. The significant breakthrough was achieved by Yamada et al. of Sony in LN crystal in
1993 [23], following the work by Ito et al., which demonstrated
fabrication of LN periodic domain structure by electron-beam
poling [24]. Since then, much attention has been paid toward
fabricating periodic patterns in thicker LN samples [25] as
well as other ferroelectrics, such as LT [26], KTP [27], and
SBN [28], using the electric-field poling technique. The
processing recipe for electric-field poling is simple. As indicated in Fig. 1, a patterned electrode produced with a photolithographic process was made on the z surface of the
single-domain crystal wafer, while a planar electrode was
on the −z surface. High voltage over the coercive field was

Fig. 1. Schematic setup of the electric-field poling technique.
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applied to the plus () electrode to reverse the polarization
under the patterned electrode; thus the reversed domain was
defined by the patterned electrode.
With the aim of fabricating ferroelectric domain structures
with high optical-quality, large-aperture, submicrometer
periodicity over large crystal thickness, and with the development of new quasi-phase-matched nonlinear materials, up
to now, the electric-field poling technique has been welldeveloped, and there are several improved methods for better
domain control. Myers et al. [29] used an electrolyte as a liquid
electrode to achieve field uniformity as well as avoid dielectric
breakdown during poling LN crystals, and this method was
adopted by many research groups. In 1995, 3 in. diameter
LN wafers with modulated domain structures were achieved
at Stanford University [30]. The extremely high coercive electric fields of congruent LiNbO3 (CLN), which are about
21 kV∕mm, and the strong effect of domain widening limit
the thickness of the poling crystals to 0.5 mm and the period
to be in the range of 10 to 30 μm, which were suitable for infrared (IR) devices. To obtained smaller domain structures for
visible light generation, Miller et al. [31] obtained PPLN with
less than 10 μm periodicity, and later in 1999, a backswitching
method was exploited by Batchko et al. [32] for fabrication of
short-pitched PPLN with 4 μm period and was used for firstorder continuous-wave (CW) single-pass 460 nm blue-light
generation. An alternative approach for the fabrication of
short-period domain in LN single crystals is the surface poling
technique proposed by Busacca and co-workers [33,34] at the
University of Southampton. This technique is based on conventional electric-field poling, but involves an intentional
overpoling step that inverts all the material except a thin
surface region directly below the patterned photoresist, and
the produced domain period is ∼1 μm.
As is known, CLN crystals suffer from optical damage and
the photorefraction effect thus limits the applications in highpower laser operations. Research revealed that when doping
with 5.0 mol. % MgO, the optical damage threshold can be
raised by 2 orders of magnitude [35] and the coercive of
MgO-doped LN (MgO:LN) is reduced to be about 1∕5 that of
CLN [36]. One property of MgO:LN is that it behaves like a diode
when the polarization inversion is formed [37]; thus local penetrations would degrade the uniformity of the electric field by
the large leakage current of polarization-inverted regions.
Sugita et al. [38] proposed a multipulse poling method, and this
method can suppress current leakage in penetration of the
inverted region by using a thick crystal and short-pulse application. Besides, Ishizuki et al. [39] reported that the coercive
field of MgO:LN crystal was drastically reduced at elevated
temperatures. Using the multipulse poling method at elevated
temperatures, they succeeded in fabricating 3-mm-thick periodically poled MgO:LN (MgO:PPLN) of 30 μm period with
smooth surfaces [40]. Ishizuki and Taira set the record of thickness to be 5 mm for MgO:PPLN in 2005 [41], and 5 mm for MgOdoped periodically poled LT (MgO:PPLT) in 2010 [42]. In 2012, a
10-mm-thick MgO:PPLN was successfully fabricated (see
Fig. 2), and was used for construction of a high-energy optical
parametric oscillator (OPO) [43]. Another advantage of the
multipulse poling method is that it can suppress the side growth
of the domain-inverted region, and thus is a promising approach for fabrication of short-period domain structures. By
using the multipulse poling method, Sugita and co-workers
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OPOs in different temporal scales, and passive modelocking lasers using cascaded second-order nonlinearity.

3. SINGLE-WAVELENGTH VISIBLE AND UV
LASERS USING QUASI-PHASE-MATCHING

Fig. 2. 10-mm-thick MgO:PPLN with a poling period of 32.2 μm.
Selected from Ref. [43].

[38,44] fabricated MgO:PPLN with the periods of 2.2 and 1.4 μm,
respectively, and realized efficient first-order ultraviolet (UV)
light generations by SHG.
There are also growing interests in light mediated ferroelectric domain engineering of LN single crystal, including
light-assisted poling, UV laser-induced inhibition of poling,
and all-optical poling methods, also overviewed by Ying et al.
[45]. Briefly, laser irradiation, from deep-UV to the longwavelength IR spectral range, can modify the coercive and
nucleation field of LN single crystals, and can even induce domain inversion without applying any external electric field.
And the light-mediated methods are suitable for fabrication
of waveguide nonlinear optical devices, curved domain
shapes for photonic applications, and thicker domainengineered crystals for high peak power nonlinear applications due to the significant reduction of the coercive field.
In addition to LN and LN-family crystals, the poling techniques of KTP are progressing rapidly, and these were mainly
accomplished by the Laurell group in Sweden. The demonstration of electric-field poling of hydrothermally grown KTP
was realized in 1994 [46]. Later, two improved methods,
Rb-exchange-assisted electric-field poling [47] and a lowtemperature poling [48], were developed to reduce the ion
conductivity of the flux-grown KTP crystals. Due to the large
anisotropy of KTP, the domain broadening during electricfield poling is reduced; thus it is favorable for submicrometerperiodic-domain inversion [49]. To further fabricate domain
structure with submicrometer periodicity, Canalias et al.
[50] utilized a chemical patterning method to avoid domain
broadening due to the metal electrodes fringing fields. Using
this technique, PPKTP crystal with a 720 nm period was fabricated for backward SHG [51], and one with 800 nm period
was used to demonstrate experimentally the magic mirror-less
optical parametric oscillation [52].
Besides the commonly used QPM materials, LN, LT, and
KTP families, techniques for fabricating periodic structures
in semiconductors such as GaAs, which is promising for
mid-IR, and crystalline quartz, which is suitable for UV generation, are also of interest. For GaAs, epitaxial growth over an
orientation-patterned GaAs (OP-GaAs) template was exploited [53]. Meanwhile, for crystalline quartz, the periodic
structure can be realized by applying mechanical stress [54].
In the following, we will briefly review some of the solidstate lasers based on QPM materials, including singlewavelength lasers covering red to the UV, red–green–blue
(RGB) three-color lasers based on the multiple-QPM technique,

Nowadays, laser diodes (LDs) are used in many applications
due to their advantages of compactness, high efficiency, good
reliability, and low cost. Reliable laser light sources are available in the wavelength range from 630 to 2000 nm. However,
many applications require wavelengths outside this wavelength range. For example, blue–green light sources are required in applications such as display, medicine, optical
data storage, and color printing. The present blue–green light
sources are based mostly on gas lasers or resonant frequencyconverted solid-state lasers, which are complex, inefficient, or
have a limited wavelength range. Frequency upconversions
utilizing QPM optical superlattice offers a way to obtain
compact, efficient solid-state laser light sources in the visible
and down to the UV spectral range.
A. Red Lasers
Red light can be obtained through the following schemes. The
first is direct frequency doubling of the IR lasers at around 1.3
or 1.5 μm. He et al. [55] obtained 840 mW red light at 671 nm by
single-pass frequency doubling of a Nd:YVO4 1342 nm IR laser
with a PPLT, the SHG efficiency being 60%. Hu et al. [56] used
a 1.2-mm-thick periodically poled near stoichiometric LT
(PPSLT) crystal for frequency doubling and obtained 1.4 W
671 nm red light, with a conversion efficiency of more than
50%. In stoichiometric crystals, the nonstoichiometric defects
are significantly reduced, which leads to a reduction of the
coercive field by one order; thus samples with thickness more
than 1 mm could be easily fabricated with good penetrability;
see Fig. 3. In addition, the laser damage threshold of SLT is
increased by two or three orders compared with congruent
ones. Due to the high optical quality of the PPSLT crystal,
the NLC can handle more power, the output power of red
was stable, and the output beam exhibited a circular shape
with a Gaussian profile as shown in Fig. 4. Hu et al. [57] also
scaled the output power to 2.4 W at 660 nm, a more bright red
light, by using a high-power diode-side-pumped Nd:YAG laser

Fig. 3. (a) Scanning electron microscopy micrograph of etched
domain-inverted patterns on the +C surface. (b) Cross-section view
of Y face of a PPSLT sample. Selected from Ref. [56].
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The fourth one is based on OPO cascaded SFG. Bosenberg
et al. [64] reported a 2.5 W CW 629 nm red laser based on a
two-step OPO and SFG process carried out in a single PPLN
crystal having two periodic gratings in series.

Fig. 4. Output red beam with a Gaussian profile selected from
Ref. [56].

operating at 1319 nm as the fundamental source, and the NLC
was also a PPSLT but with different poling period. Figure 5
shows the model machine of the high-power 660 nm red laser
made at Nanjing University. Thompson et al. [58] demonstrated generation of more than 900 mW tunable CW red light
at 780 nm by single-pass frequency doubling a seeded fiber
amplifier at 1560 nm with two cascaded PPLN crystals. The
enhancement of SHG efficiency compared with using one single NLC is due to the presence of second-harmonic (SH) light
from the first crystal acting as a seed for the second. Using the
cascaded NLC scheme, Chiow et al. [59] obtained 43 W quasicontinuous 780 nm red light by single-pass frequency doubling
two high-power coherently combined fiber amplifiers at
1560 nm with two cascading PPLN crystals. The total SHG
efficiency is up to 66%.
The second scheme is based on frequency mixing of 1.06
and 1.55 μm laser lights. Hart et al. [60] and Boullet et al.
[61], respectively, obtained 630 nm red light by frequency
mixing of an Er/Yb-codoped fiber laser operating at 1060
and 1550 nm with a PPLN. Champert et al. [62] presented
the results on 1.4 W red generation by frequency mixing of
seeded Yb and Er fiber amplifiers.
The third scheme for red light generation is by utilizing a
direct OPO process in which the frequency of the generated
red light is tunable, as indicated by Melkonian et al. [63]. They
built the first CW oscillation of a single resonant OPO (SRO)
operating from 619 to 640 nm with a MgO-doped periodically
poled stoichiometric LiTaO3 (MgO:PPSLT) crystal pumped by
a 532 nm green laser, and 100 mW of single-frequency red light
was obtained.

Fig. 5. High-power 660 nm red laser model machine with PPSLT.

B. Green Lasers
To obtain green light, frequency doubling is the commonly
used way and most work is focused on high-power CW green
light generation with high efficiency. In 1997, Miller et al. [65]
first realized 2.7 W CW 532 nm green light generation by
single-pass frequency doubling of a Nd:YAG laser with a PPLN
crystal, and the power conversion efficiency is up to 42%. To
construct a high-power room temperature green laser, MgO:
LN is a good candidate. Pavel et al. [66] used MgO:PPLN to
frequency double a Nd:GdVO4 laser in a single-pass configuration; 1.18 W CW green light was obtained with the conversion efficiency being 16.8%. Yb-doped single-frequency fiber
lasers were also used as the fundamental sources for efficient
and high-power green light generation due to their high
power, high beam quality, and narrow linewidth. Tovstonog
et al. [67] reported 7 W CW 542 nm green generation at room
temperature with 35.4% efficiency in a MgO:PPSLT crystal.
Also, Kumar et al. [68] obtained 9.64 W CW 532 nm green light
using a MgO:PPSLT and 6.2 W output with a PPKTP, both from
a Yb-fiber laser at 1064 nm. To further improve the efficiency
of green light generation, Ricciardi et al. [69] placed the PPLT
crystal in a resonant enhanced cavity; 6.1 W green light was
obtained with a conversion efficiency of 76%, which is the
highest ever reported. In addition, Kumar et al. [70] used a
novel cascaded multicrystal scheme [71] for efficient CW
single-pass SHG, which provided more than 55% conversion
efficiency. The multicrystal SHG scheme is shown in Fig. 6.
C. Blue Lasers
As for blue-light generation, there are several schemes. Frequency doubling or tripling of the near-IR light is the most
commonly used approach. The challenge for first-order quasiphase-matched frequency doubling or tripling to obtain blue
light is the rather small domain period, which is below 5 μm.
Pruneri et al. [72] fabricated a PPLN crystal with 4.6 μm period
by choosing optimized mark-to-space ratio during electricfield poling, and obtained 49 mW CW 473 nm blue light by frequency doubling with a 4.6% conversion efficiency. Batchko
et al. [73] reported single-pass CW first-order QPM SHG of
60 mW blue light at 465 nm in a backswitched poled PPLN
crystal with 4 μm periodicity. Due to the rather low coercive
field, which is about 2 kV∕mm, stoichiometric LiTaO3 crystal
is an alternative for small period (4.6 μm) sample fabrication,
and can be used for frequency tripling to obtain blue light at

Fig. 6. Schematic experimental setup for the multicrystal CW singlepass SHG. Selected from Ref. [70].
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Fig. 7. Schematic of an intracavity frequency-doubled MgO:PPSLT
CW SRO for blue generation. Selected from Ref. [77].

440 nm [74]. As for KTP, the low-temperature poling technique
was exploited for creation of domain period down to 5 μm for
efficient single-pass SHG of 460 nm blue light [75].
Another approach is based on 532 nm green laser pumped
OPO cascaded with a SHG or SFG process. This approach was
first realized by Xu et al. [76] for blue-light generation with
20 nm tuning range in a quasi-periodic LT superlattice. Later,
Samanta et al. [77] constructed a ring OPO cavity, as shown in
Fig. 7, which comprised a MgO:PPSLT crystal placed between
two concave mirrors and a BBO crystal placed between plane
mirrors. Temperature tuning of MgO:PPSLT together with angular tuning of BBO produced a CW single-frequency blue laser source tunable in the wavelength range of 425–489 nm,
and the output power of blue ranged from 45 to 448 mW.
Lai et al. [78] made a special design, to realize 435 nm blue
light through OPO and SHG in a single PPLT crystal. In addition, a tunable blue light can be obtained by intracavity
frequency doubling in an external resonator geometry with
spatial separation of the spectral components using a fanstructured PPLT crystal [79].
D. 589 nm Yellow Lasers
Laser light sources at 589 nm are of important applications in
medicine, communication, display technology, and sodium
guide stars. There are mainly two ways to generate 589 nm
yellow light: the first one is based on frequency mixing of
the two emission lines of the Nd:YAG laser gain media, which
are 1064 and 1319 nm, respectively, and the second one is by
direct frequency doubling of a Raman fiber amplifier laser. For
the first scheme, two IR lasers can be used with different
NLCs such as LN [80], PPLN [81], PPSLT [82], and PPKTP
[83], and a high average power of more than 16 W was
obtained, though the laser system is complex. To make the
system more compact, Zhao et al. [84] used a Nd:YAG dualwavelength laser as the fundamental source and a PPLT crystal as the nonlinear frequency converter, as shown in Fig. 8.
The three-mirror laser cavity, which was proposed by Chen

Fig. 8. Schematic setup for 589 nm yellow generation by frequency
mixing a dual-wavelength IR laser. Selected from Ref. [84].

Fig. 9. Power dependence of the output yellow light on the total
pumping power in [84]. The inset on the top left is a picture of the
output yellow beam, and the insert on the bottom right is the spectrum
of 589 nm yellow light.

and co-workers [85,86], can be used to adjust the power ratio
between the two emission lines for efficient SFG and can improve the stability of the dual-wavelength laser system as well.
By single-pass SFG, 500 mW 589 nm yellow with a 0.16 nm
spectral width was obtained, as indicated in Fig. 9.
Direct frequency doubling of a Raman fiber amplifier is an
alternative approach for high-power narrow-linewidth CW
589 nm yellow light generation. Georgiev et al. [87] obtained
3 W CW 589 nm yellow light by frequency doubling a 1179 nm
Raman laser using a MgO:PPLN crystal. Yuan et al. [88]
also reported 4 W CW 589 nm laser from a Raman fiber amplifier with a MgO:PPSLT as the frequency-doubling crystal.
Figure 10 shows the spectrum of the frequency-doubled
589 nm yellow light, the FWHM being about 0.2 pm, which
is suitable for the sodium guide star application.
E. UV and Vacuum UV Lasers
Ferroelectric crystals such as LN [89,90], LT [91–94], and KTP
[95–97] can be periodically poled for efficient UV generation.
But the intrinsic band edge around 300 nm prevents the wavelength conversion to vacuum UV (VUV).

Fig. 10. Spectrum of the 589 nm yellow light by frequency doubling a
high-power Raman fiber amplifier. Selected from Ref. [88].
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Crystal quartz, however, has a short UV band edge down to
150 nm, which is suitable for VUV generation. Recently,
Kurimura et al. [54] created periodically twinned crystal
quartz with modulated polarity by applying mechanical stress,
and demonstrated QPM SHG emitting VUV light at 193 nm.
Besides crystal quartz, the ferroelectric fluoride BaMgF4
shows a very wide transparency range extending from 125 nm
to 13 μm, and by using periodical poling, QPM can be achieved
in the whole transparent wavelength region [98]. To date, the
shortest period obtained is 6.6 μm, which can be used for
second-order SHG of 193 nm supposing a suitable duty cycle
of the periodically poled crystal.

4. RED–GREEN–BLUE LASERS BASED ON
MULTIPLE QUASI-PHASE-MATCHING
Besides single-wavelength solid-state visible and UV lasers,
multiwavelength solid-state lasers are also of great interest,
such as RGB three-elementary-color lasers. As we all know,
all the vivid beautiful colors of the visible world can be
constituted through a weighted combination of only three
fundamental colors: red, green, and blue. Laser-based projection display (LBPD) has some obvious advantages over the
conventional display technique, such as high brightness, high
spatial resolution, and great color gamut. One possible way is
using three lasers, each emitting light with the wanted color.
To date, many attempts for generation of RGB light have been
made, and there are mainly two routes: the first one is based
on frequency upconversion in series, such as SHG or/and SFG
of the pump wavelengths or oscillating wavelengths, and the
second approach is based on frequency downconversion
cascaded with several frequency upconversion processes.
A. Multiple-QPM Technique
It is obvious that there always involves several nonlinear
optical processes for RGB three-color generation, and in this
subsection, we will introduce the multiple-QPM technique,
which is favorable for compact and efficient RGB laser
generation.
In the early years of QPM, research was focused on nonlinear materials with periodic modulated domain structure. As is
known, the reciprocal vector of a one-dimensional (1D) periodic optical superlattice can be written as Gm  m · 2π∕Λ,
where Λ is the grating period and m is the QPM order. And
one can see that a periodic optical superlattice provides a
series of reciprocal vectors, each of which is an integer times
a primitive vector. Hence the reciprocal vectors are independent, and are usually used to efficiently realize one single
nonlinear optical parametric process. In 1986, just two years
after the invention of quasi-crystal [99], researchers at Nanjing
University in China introduced quasi-periodic structure into
optical superlattice design, and extended the study of QPM
from periodic to quasi-periodic structure. In 1990, Feng et al.
[100] established the multiple-QPM theory. Later on, various
structures, such as aperiodic [101,102], dual-periodic [94,103],
as well as two-dimensional (2D) optical superlattice
[104–106], were proposed for multiple QPM.
Actually, a 1D quasi-periodic lattice can be created by the
projection of 2D square lattice on a straight line [107]. The projection points on the straight line form two types of intervals, a
and b. The arranged sequence of a and b depends on the projection angle θ. By analogy, a two-component quasi-periodic
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optical superlattice is constructed from two building blocks A
and B with the widths DA and DB , respectively. Both A and B
contain a pair of 180 deg antiparallel domains. Assume that all
A and B blocks have the same width of positive domains,
represented with l. According to the projection theory, the
reciprocal vectors for this quasi-periodic structure are Gm;n 
2πm  nτ∕D, where D  τDA  DB is the average structure
parameter, m and n are two integers, and τ  tan θ. Since θ is
an adjustable parameter, it offers the quasi-periodic structure
additional design flexibility for QPM. Compared with a 1D
periodic structure, a 1D quasi-periodic optical superlattice
has a higher symmetry, and its reciprocal vectors are governed two integers m and n; thus some coupled optical parametric processes can be realized. For example, the QPM
conditions for third-harmonic generation (THG) via cascaded
quadratic nonlinearity are Δk1  k2 − 2k1 − Gm;n  0 for SHG
and Δk2  k3 − k2 − k1 − Gp;q  0 for SFG, where k1 , k2 , and k3
are the wave vectors of the fundamental, the SH wave, and the
third-harmonic wave, respectively; m, n, p, and q are integers
representing the QPM order. In 1997, Zhu et al. [108] experimentally demonstrated direct THG in a quasi-periodic optical
superlattice with the well-known Fibonacci sequence, of
which the structure parameter τ is near the golden ratio,
and the THG efficiency was up to 23%. And this pioneering
work exhibited a possible important application of quasiperiodic superlattice in nonlinear optics.
B. RGB Laser Based On Frequency Upconversions
In this scheme, the fundamental light sources could be singlewavelength or a multiwavelength ones, and by SHG and/or
SFG of the fundamental light, RGB lights can be obtained.
Yamamoto et al. [109] utilized two LDs, respectively, operating
at 1.3 and 0.86 μm as the fundamental sources; simultaneous
generation of blue at 0.43 μm, green at 0.52 μm, and red at
0.65 μm by SHG and SFG in a proton-exchanged MgO:LN
waveguide was demonstrated for the first time. In 1993,
Laurell et al. [110] used two IR lasers as the pump light, and
by combinations of SHG and SFG in a segmented KTP waveguide, simultaneous generation of UV, blue, and green light
was obtained, and this may be the first published QPM multicolor generation. Not long after, Sundheimer et al. [111] reported RGB generation through simultaneous SHG, SFG,
and fourth-harmonic generation of a single laser source at
1650 nm in a segmented KTP channel waveguide. Following
the same idea, Baldi et al. [112] realized RGB three-color generation with a proton-exchanged PPLN channel waveguide.
Rare-earth-doped LN crystal with modulated domain structure can also be used for simultaneous RGB generation with
broad tunability. Cantelar et al. [113] fabricated a Zn-diffused
Er3 ∕Yb3 -codoped aperiodically poled LN (aPPLN) channel
waveguide. Red light ranging from 650 to 690 nm and green
light from 520 to 575 nm arose from energy transfer upconversion processes between the two rare-earth ions, while the blue
is produced by QPM SHG of the pump laser.
The above-mentioned RGB light sources were realized in
waveguides; as for the bulk, Jaque et al. [114] experimentally
demonstrated RGB laser generation from a Nd:YAl3 BO3 4
employing two different pump wavelengths at 807 and 755 nm.
Red at 669 nm was obtained by self-frequency-doubling of the
laser oscillation at 1338 nm; the green at 505 nm and the blue
at 481 nm were obtained by self-SFG of the fundamental and
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the two pump wavelength, respectively. And the need for a
two-pump-source is the disadvantage of this scheme. Romero
et al. [115] realized simultaneous CW RGB generation using a
0.88 μm pumped Nd:YVO4 1.34 μm laser with a SBN crystal as
the intracavity frequency converter. Red and blue light were
generated by SHG of the pump and the IR, respectively, while
green light was produced by frequency mixing of the pump
and IR laser radiation. Due to the broad distribution of ferroelectric domain sizes of SBN, no angle or thermal tuning is
need for both SHG and SFG processes.
To realize simultaneous generation of RGB with compactness and efficiency, a promising approach combining the
multiwavelength oscillating solid-state laser technique together with the multiple-QPM-theory-based optical superlattice has been developed recently. The Nd3 ion is a very
versatile laser active ion and has multiple allowed transitions
leading to potential laser radiations around 1300, 1060, and
940 nm, respectively. If these three channels could be oscillated at the same time, simultaneous RGB generation could
be implemented by the frequency-doubling technique. However, the line around 940 nm, which belongs to a quasithree-energy-level system, is too difficult to oscillate due to
its rather low gain. In addition, the existing gain competition
among these three emission lines makes it almost impossible
to oscillate three of them simultaneously. However, there is
another possible way that employs frequency tripling of the
line around 1300 nm to obtain blue light. With this method,
only two fundamental waves around 1300 and 1060 nm are
needed for simultaneous RGB generation. In general, there
are three nonlinear processes during RGB generation; to make
the system more compact, a special NLC is needed and optical
superlattice based on multiple-QPM theory may be a good
candidate. Capmany [116] realized 1084 and 1372 nm dualwavelength operation in Nd3 -doped aPPLN, and through frequency doubling of the two IR lights, 542 nm green and 686 nm
red were obtained, while frequency mixing of the 744 nm
pumping light with the 1084 nm IR produced 482 nm blue.
In 2003, He et al. [117] and Liao et al. [118], both at Nanjing
University in China, using a dual-wavelength Q-switched
Nd:YVO4 laser operating at 1064 and 1342 nm as the fundamental source, and aperiodically poled LT (aPPLT) crystals
as the nonlinear frequency converter, experimentally realized
red, yellow, and green “traffic signal lights,” as well as RGB
three-fundamental-color light. To combine RGB in a proper
proportion for white-light generation, Li et al. [119] utilized
a Nd:YVO4 dual-wavelength laser and a dual-periodic LT
optical superlattice for simultaneous RGB generation, and
by changing the pump power and the operating temperature
of the optical superlattice, the proportion of RGB was
changed as well, and an average quasi-white-light laser power
of 530 mW was achieved. In 2008, Hu et al. [120] realized 1 W
quasi-white-light generation from an intermittent oscillating
dual-wavelength Nd:YAG laser operating at 1064 and 1319 nm
with a cascaded LT superlattice. The intermittent oscillating
scheme composed of a Y-shaped laser cavity with two
arms shared the same gain medium and the same output coupling mirror, but had two individual Q-switches with a delay
between their opening time, thus avoiding the gain competition between the emission lines. (Please refer to Ref. [121]
for a detailed description of the intermittent oscillation
dual-wavelength laser technique). Another advantage of the
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Fig. 11. Temperature tuning curves of the red, green, and blue colors
in Ref. [120].

intermittent oscillation dual-wavelength laser technique is
that the power proportion of the two oscillating lines is adjustable, so that the power ratio of the RGB three fundamental
colors is adjustable to obtain white light. Changing the crystal
temperature can also adjust the power ratio of the output RGB
beams. The temperature tuning curves of their scheme in
Fig. 11 show that red, green, and blue reached the maximum
output power at different temperatures, but the temperature
tuning curves overlapped each other in a temperature region
to ensure simultaneous RGB output. At 129.3°C, 780 mW red
light, 146 mW green light, and 84 mW blue light were obtained,
the power proportion of RGB being 9.3∶1.7∶1, which mixed up
into 1.01 W cool white light according to the C.I.E. chromaticity diagram. The conversion efficiency from the power of the
two IR beams to the power of the quasi-white light was 20%,
and the output power fluctuation was measured to be ∼6.5%
within 1 h. Figure 12 shows a photo of the RGB beams separated by a prism from the setup.
C. RGB Laser Based On Frequency Downconversions
The dual-wavelength scheme described above for realizing
RGB or quasi-white-light output involves a complex arrangement of optical components. They are thus relatively inefficient and are quite expensive to implement in commercial
systems. Another scheme for realizing a monolithic RGB laser
light source is based on frequency downconversion cascaded
with some frequency upconversions.
Henrich et al. at University Kaiserslautern [122] developed
a 19 W RGB solid-state laser source that is well suited for large
frame laser projection displays, and they have brought it all

Fig. 12. Photo of the RGB beams separated by a prism from the
setup. Selected from Ref. [120].
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Fig. 15. Elliptical spot at the focus plane of the pump. Selected from
Ref. [125].

Fig. 13. Temperature tuning curves of the RGB three colors selected
from [124].

the way to commercialization. The pumping source used is a
high-power mode-locked Nd:YVO4 1064 nm laser. A KTA-OPO
was synchronously pumped to generate a signal wave at
1535 nm and a mid-IR idler wave at 3470 nm. Frequency doubling of the IR laser generates 532 nm green. 629 nm red light
results from single-pass sum-frequency mixing of the 1535 nm
OPO signal wave and 1064 nm laser radiation in a KTA crystal.
Another single-pass SFG process mixes the red light with
residual OPO signal radiation to create a 446 nm blue beam.
In 2001, Liu et al. [123] used a LT crystal with two periodic
structure arranged in tandem pumped by a 532 nm green laser
to produce red and blue light. Red light at 631 nm was generated as the signal wave by parametric downconversion of
the incident green beam. Blue light at 460 nm was obtained
by frequency mixing of the residual green light with the
mid-IR idler of the former parametric process. Together with
the residual green light, three fundamental colors were obtained. Following the same scheme, Gao et al. [124] created
a monolithic RGB source with a tandem-structured SLT crystal wafer pumped by 1 W high-repetition-rate nanosecond
532 nm green light. Figure 13 gives the temperature tuning
curves of RGB three colors at full pumping power of 1 W.
At 158.3°C, 69.4 mW blue light was generated, which was
the least of the three colors. By blocking the excess red
and green powers, 304 mW of color-balanced white light,
which included 140 mW red, 94.3 mW green, and 69.4 mW
blue, was obtained. The optical-to-optical efficiency from
the pump green to the white light was 30%. The generated
white light separated with a prism is shown in Fig. 14. By raising the green pump power to 3.7 W, Xu et al. [125] scaled the
output power of the white light to 1 W with a PPLT crystal.

Fig. 14. Generated white light disperses into RGB three colors
through a prism. Selected from Ref. [124].

A unique choice in their work is that a cylindrical lens was
used to shape the pump laser into an oblate spot so as to
match the shape of the superlattice, as shown in Fig. 15.
Besides the pulsed (picosecond and nanosecond time range)
RGB laser light sources described above, Lin et al. [126] reported a CW watt-level RGB laser pumped by a Yb-fiber laser
at 1064 nm. The red, green, and blue lights were obtained by
frequency mixing of the pump and the signal wave, frequency
doubling the pump IR light, and SFG of the red and the
signal wave.
There are also several variants of the green light pumped
parametric downconversion RGB source. Cudney et al.
[127] presented a RGB source based on simultaneous QPM
SHG and THG in a single LN crystal wafer with two periodic
structure in tandem. In the first part, 1.43 μm signal was generated through optical parametric generation (OPG), and in
the second section, SHG and THG of the signal wave
produced the red and blue light. Green light was obtained
by a nonphase-matched SFG between the signal and the pump
wave.
Besides collinear RGB laser light sources from 1D optical
superlattice, Xu et al. [128] and Zhao et al. [129] have demonstrated noncollinear RGB laser light sources from a 2D optical
superlattice. The pump sources in both works are 532 nm
green lasers; red and blue lights result from a green light
pumped OPG process cascading two SHGs of the signal
and idler waves in a single-pass setup. The NLCs are a hexagonally poled LT and a 2D nonlinear photonic quasi-crystal,
respectively. Owing to the noncollinear reciprocal vectors
provided by the 2D optical superlattice, the RGB light was
autoseparated without using any optical separation elements,
as indicated in Fig. 16.

5. QUASI-PHASE-MATCHED OPTICAL
PARAMETRIC OSCILLATORS
Nonlinear optical processes have different forms, and the
most important ones include SHG, SFG, difference-frequency
generation, and OPG. To extend the spectral range of the emitting light, OPG is of great interest. However, to realize a parametric process for practical use, the NLC is often placed into
an optical resonator, and this is the well-known OPO. OPOs
are versatile sources of coherent radiation; in particular,
combined with QPM materials, they could provide optical
radiation across an entire spectral range and over all the
temporal scales.
In 1995, Myers et al. [130] demonstrated the first bulk QPM
OPO, which was almost at the same time as the first QPM
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Fig. 16. (a) Micrograph of the HexPLT sample, (b) reciprocal space
of the sample, and (c) photograph of the noncollinear RGB colors
from the HexPLT. Selected from Ref. [128].

waveguide OPO realized by Bortz et al. [131]. The pumping
source was a 1.064 μm Q-switched Nd:YAG laser, and the output was temperature tuned over the 1.66–2.95 μm spectral
range. The NLC was fabricated using the electric-field poling
technique with a thickness of 0.5 mm and an interaction length
of 5.2 mm. The threshold was about 0.1 mJ, which was more
than 1 order of magnitude below the crystal damage limit. For
the nanosecond OPOs, the high energy of the pump pulse
would demand on the material damage threshold. With the
development of QPM materials and material fabrication techniques, optical superlattice with high damage threshold, large
aperture, long interaction length, and large effective nonlinearity, together with the advances in pump-laser technology,
could cause the output of nanosecond OPOs to produce more
and more output. Ishizuki and Taira [42] reported a highenergy OPO of 118 mJ output in 10 ns pulse duration of
30 Hz repetition rate using a 5-mm-thick 39-mm-long MgO:
PPLT with a poling period of 30 μm, the slope efficiency being
about 70%. They also fabricated a 10-mm-thick Mg:PPLN for
handling more energy. In the same 10 ns and 30 Hz pulse
region, the output energy reached half-joule (540 mJ) with
a total conversion efficiency of more than 76% [43]. Besides,
Zukauskas et al. [132] demonstrated a high-energy OPO
pumped at 1064 nm with 12 ns pulses at 100 Hz repetition rate,
using a 5-mm-thick PPKTP with homogeneous and highquality domain gratings as the NLC. This OPO generated
60 mJ total energy with a 50% conversion efficiency at room
temperature.
Ultrafast OPOs, using picosecond or femtosecond pulses as
the pump, have also been developed since the 1990s. Pruneri
et al. [133] reported a SRO in a PPLN crystal synchronously
pumped with a 523.5 nm picosecond laser, producing 200 mW
average power within the 10 μs envelope, and with a tuning
range from 883 to 1285 nm. Almost at the same period,
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Galvanauskas et al. [134] demonstrated the first femtosecond
QPM OPO in a PPLN crystal pumped at 777 nm. The output
produced 300 fs pulses with a tuning range from 1 to 3 μm. In
the ultrafast OPOs, a technique named “synchronous pumping” is necessary for amplification of the generated waves.
In this technique, the interval between the arrival of adjacent
pump pulses is arranged to match the round-trip time of the
frequency downconverted pulse in the OPO cavity, so that
the interacting pulses always meet in the NLC. Due to the
extremely short pulse duration of the ultrafast pumping
pulses, the input optical intensity is high for efficient frequency conversion. In addition, the energy content is rather
small (typically from several tens of nanojoules to several hundreds of nanojoules); therefore, the material damage threshold is alleviated. For the QPM ultrafast synchronously pumped
OPO, Nd-doped mode-locking lasers, Ti:sapphire lasers, and
Yb-doped fiber lasers are commonly used as the pumping
sources. Together with the QPM materials, such as PPLN
and PPKTP, the ultrafast OPOs can provide pulses across
the 1 to 5 μm spectral range from near-IR to mid-IR [135–140].
OPOs in the CW region are a big challenge because the low
pump intensity and the subsequent low parametric gain prevent them from being practical. In CW OPOs, at least one of
the generated waves should resonante in the cavity to overcome the round-trip loss. Among the different resonating configurations, the SRO is the simplest, with only one signal wave
oscillating in the cavity. Compared with double resonant OPO
(DRO), SRO does not suffer the stability problem, though the
oscillation threshold may be 2 orders of magnitude that of
DRO, hence requiring the QPM materials to have suitable interaction lengths and low losses. The first QPM CW SRO operation was reported by Myers et al. [141] in a 50-mm-long
PPLN crystal with a threshold of 3 W. To get efficient and stable output, the pump power should be several times the oscillation threshold, and this can done by utilizing high-power
single-frequency pumping sources [142], reducing the threshold by choosing a suitable interaction length [143], or using
high-power broadband lasers as the pumps [144]. To extend
the output spectral region to shorter wavelengths, especially
in the visible, one can exploit frequency-doubled green laser
as the pump to obtain red or yellow light, as well as cascading
a SHG/SFG process to get blue light [77,145,146]. One of the
challenges of the nonlinear materials used in CW OPO operation is the light absorption, and weak absorption losses will
raise the pump threshold to several tens of watts. In addition,
light absorption will cause refractive index change through
thermal-optical or bulk photorefractive effect. To date, optical
cleaning [147] or doping with MgO in LN-family crystals have
turned out to be effective methods.

6. PASSIVE MODE-LOCKING LASERS
USING OPTICAL SUPERLATTICE
In addition to high-power efficient single-wavelength lasers
and RGB three-fundamental-color lasers through QPM, optical
superlattice can be used to realize solid-state mode-locking
picosecond lasers. There are two mechanisms to achieve passive mode-locking solid-state lasers in the picosecond regime.
The first one is nonlinear mirror mode-locking (NLM), which
was first proposed by Stankov and Jethwa in 1988 [148]. The
NLM scheme consists of a NLC for SHG, a dielectric dichroic
mirror having partial reflection at the fundamental and total
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reflection at the SH wave, and a dispersive medium between
the NLC and the dichroic mirror. The SH generated is completely reflected by the dichroic mirror, and if the SH wave
experiences a proper phase shift with respect to the fundamental wave, it can be totally reconverted into a fundamental
wave on its way back through the NLC. Hence, the reflectivity
of the combination, a frequency-doubling crystal and a dielectric mirror, is intensity dependent. The NLM scheme is simple
for picosecond pulse generation, but the longer duration of
the output pulse in comparison with the pulse traveling inside
the laser cavity is the main drawback. The second modelocking mechanism, which was first demonstrated by Cerullo
et al. [149], is called cascaded second-order nonlinear modelocking (CSM) or cascaded Kerr lens mode locking. The cavity
configuration of CSM is essentially the one of NLM, but the
dichroic mirror totally reflects both the fundamental wave
and the SH wave. The frequency-doubling crystal is placed
in off phase-matched condition; thus a nonlinear phase shift
will be imprinted on the fundamental wave beam, resulting in
nonlinear mode size variations, which can be converted into
nonlinear loss modulations together with a suitably positioned
intracavity hard or soft aperture. The modulation depth of this
scheme will depend on the cavity design and it can be large
even for small conversion efficiencies, so it does not exhibit
the pulse duration limitation characteristic for NLM.
The nonlinear frequency-doubling crystal used for mode
locking can be either BPM material, such as KTP, BBO, and
LBO, or QPM material. There are several advantages when using QPM materials as the frequency doubler, as in the following: first, this approach is promising for scaling the power
because the damage threshold of NLCs is an order of magnitude higher than that of SESAM and the low residual absorption at the fundamental wave enables operation at high
average power; second, due to using QPM, mode locking
can work at any wavelength in the NLC’s transparent spectral
region, so this technique is feasible in wide spectral regions,
especially operating at wavelengths where no SESAMs exist.
In 2002, Chen et al. [150] demonstrated, for the first time,
5.6 W and 20 ps nonlinear mirror mode-locked Nd:YVO4 laser
with a PPKTP; the long pulse duration was mainly due to the
group velocity mismatch between the fundamental and the SH
waves in the NLM scheme. The schematic experimental setup
for diode-pumped passively mode-locking lasers is shown in
Fig. 17. A four-mirror laser cavity configuration is usually used
to ensure proper mode size in both the laser gain medium and
the NLC. The nonlinear frequency-doubling crystals in the
schematic are indicated as PPXX. As mentioned above,
CSM scheme does not exhibit the pulse duration limitation

characteristic compared with NLM. Holmgren et al. [151] demonstrated a Nd:GdVO4 laser mode locked by a self-defocusing
cascaded Kerr lens in PPKTP; the repetition rate was 200 MHz
with an average power of 350 mW. A strong pulse shortening
mechanism is produced by the interplay of group velocity mismatch and the cavity design, which leads to a pulse duration
as short as 2.8 ps and with a bandwidth of 0.6 nm. Iliev et al.
[152] utilized similar scheme, achieving stable and self-starting
mode locking of a diode-pumped Nd:GdVO4 by employing
CSM in a MgO:PPSLT crystal; the maximum average output
power reached 5 W and the shortest pulses were 3.2 ps.
Besides the results relying on NLM or CSM alone, some hybrid
mode-locking techniques have also been reported. In [153],
Holmgren et al. reported on a Nd:YVO4 laser mode locking
with a hybrid active and passive modulator consisting of a single partially poled KTP crystal. The active phase modulation is
done by the electro-optic effect of the unpoled region of the
NLC, which initiates, enhances, and stabilizes the mode locking. The periodically poled part provides passive modulation
by CSM, which is responsible for pulse shortening. The advantage of this hybrid scheme is that it has short pulses attributed
to passive mode locking, but with the active modulation the
requirements for self-starting the passive mode locking can be
relaxed. By this means, the repetition rate of the laser was
94 MHz and the average output power was 350 mW, with
the pulse lengths down to 6.9 ps. Moreover, Iliev et al. [154]
demonstrated passive mode locking of a diode-pumped
Nd:YVO4 laser exploiting both NLM and CSM. The pulse repetition rate of the laser is 117 MHz with average power ranging
from 0.5 to 3.1 W and pulse duration from 2.9 to 5.2 ps. The
NLM ensures self-starting and self-sustaining mode locking,
while the CSM process is the dominant pulse shortening
mechanism that can generate pulse duration below 10 ps.
The advantages of this hybrid technique lie in both the high
average output power and the short pulsewidth down to several picoseconds. To date, most of the studies on intracavity
SHG mode locking were focused on the 1.06 μm laser system,
and more recently much attention has been paid to the development of 1.34 μm mode-locking lasers. Liu et al. [155]
reported the first realization of an NLM mode-locked diodepumped Nd:YVO4 laser operating at 1342 nm with a PPLN
crystal. The average output power is about ∼1.5 W, and the
pulsewidth and the repetition rate of the output laser are
9.5 ps and 101 MHZ, respectively. Almost at the same time,

Fig. 17. Schematic experimental setup of passively mode-locking
lasers with optical superlattice.

Fig. 18. Typical autocorrelation trace of passively mode-locked
pulses with optical superlattice. Selected from Ref. [153].
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Iliev et al. [155] demonstrated CSM of a 1.34 μm Nd:YVO4 laser
in MgO:PPSLT crystal. A high average power of about 1 W and
a short pulse duration of 3.6 ps were simultaneously obtained
from this passively mode-locked 1.34 μm diode-pumped laser
source. Figure 18 shows a typical autocorrelation trace of
passively mode-locked pulses with optical superlattice, which
is selected from [156].
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7. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
To summarize, from the 1980s, the QPM-material fabrication
techniques have been well developed, and among them, the
electric-field poling technique and its variations are applied
to the commonly used nonlinear optical materials, such as
LN-family, LT-family, and KTP crystals. Domain periods of
a few micrometers to several tens of micrometers are
fabricated for visible and IR applications. A challenge still remained in the fabrication of submicrometer or nanoscale
ferroelectric domains, which have current and future applications such as efficient first-order QPM UV SHG, electro-optic
Bragg gratings with an unrivalled capacity of integration,
counterpropagation optical parametric interactions, and enhanced second-order optical processes in nonlinear photonic
crystals [157,158].
With the development of QPM theory, nonlinear optical materials, materials fabrication techniques, all-solid-state laser
pumping sources, and novel optical cavity geometries, new
laser light sources based on parametric processes can extend
the spectral range from the UV to the mid-IR, with temporal
coverage in all time scales from CW to ultrafast femtosecond.
Nowadays, the QPM technique has entered a new regime.
On the one hand, the QPM-based all-solid-state laser technique
has brought out practical applications in modern laser industries, while, on the other hand, the QPM technique has paved a
new way for fundamental research in quantum optics [159].
From the early study of multipartite continuous-variable entanglement [160] to the recent studies in the transformation
of spatial and temporal properties of entangled photons
[161–166], the domain-engineered crystal has taken a key role
in the engineering of new types of photonic entanglement. In
particular, for those QPM crystals capable of ensuring multiple nonlinear processes, several functions can be integrated
into a single crystal wafer and on-chip steering of entangled
photons can be achieved, by which the QPM crystal is proved
to be a promising candidate for the future integrated quantum
information processing.
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